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Notation 

•  aij : action (pure strategy) number j of player i. 
•  a‐i: generic tuple of actions for players other 
than i. 

•  sij : probability that mixed strategy si assigns to 
action number j of player i. 

•  Σk u1(a1j, a2k) . s2k is the utility for player 1 of 
playing pure strategy a1j against mixed strategy 
s2k. 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Linear Programming

A linear program is defined by:

a set of real-valued variables

a linear objective function
a weighted sum of the variables

a set of linear constraints
the requirement that a weighted sum of the variables must be
greater than or equal to some constant
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Linear Programming

Given n variables and m constraints, variables x and constants w,
a and b:

maximize
n!

i=1

wixi

subject to
n!

i=1

aijxi ! bj "j = 1 . . . m

xi # {0, 1} "i = 1 . . . n

These problems can be solved in polynomial time using
interior point methods.

Interestingly, the (worst-case exponential) simplex method is
often faster in practice.
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Lecture Overview

1 Recap

2 Linear Programming

3 Computational Problems Involving Maxmin

4 Domination

5 Fun Game

6 Iterated Removal of Dominated Strategies

7 Computational Problems Involving Domination
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Computing equilibria of zero-sum games

minimize U!
1

subject to
!

a2"A2

u1(a1, a2) · sa2
2 ! U!

1 "a1 # A1

!

a2"A2

sa2
2 = 1

sa2
2 $ 0 "a2 # A2

First, identify the variables:
U!

1 is the expected utility for player 1
sa2
2 is player 2’s probability of playing action a2 under his

mixed strategy

each u1(a1, a2) is a constant.
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Computing equilibria of zero-sum games

Now let’s interpret the LP:

minimize U!
1

subject to
!

a2"A2

u1(a1, a2) · sa2
2 ! U!

1 "a1 # A1

!

a2"A2

sa2
2 = 1

sa2
2 $ 0 "a2 # A2

s2 is a valid probability distribution.
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Computing equilibria of zero-sum games

Now let’s interpret the LP:

minimize U!
1

subject to
!

a2"A2

u1(a1, a2) · sa2
2 ! U!

1 "a1 # A1

!

a2"A2

sa2
2 = 1

sa2
2 $ 0 "a2 # A2

U!
1 is as small as possible.
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Computing equilibria of zero-sum games

Now let’s interpret the LP:

minimize U!
1

subject to
!

a2"A2

u1(a1, a2) · sa2
2 ! U!

1 "a1 # A1

!

a2"A2

sa2
2 = 1

sa2
2 $ 0 "a2 # A2

Player 1’s expected utility for playing each of his actions under
player 2’s mixed strategy is no more than U!

1 .
Because U!

1 is minimized, this constraint will be tight for some
actions: the support of player 1’s mixed strategy.
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Computing equilibria of zero-sum games

minimize U!
1

subject to
!

a2"A2

u1(a1, a2) · sa2
2 ! U!

1 "a1 # A1

!

a2"A2

sa2
2 = 1

sa2
2 $ 0 "a2 # A2

This formulation gives us the minmax strategy for player 2.

To get the minmax strategy for player 1, we need to solve a
second (analogous) LP.
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Computing Maxmin Strategies in General-Sum Games

Let’s say we want to compute a maxmin strategy for player 1 in an
arbitrary 2-player game G.

Create a new game G# where player 2’s payo!s are just the
negatives of player 1’s payo!s.

The maxmin strategy for player 1 in G does not depend on
player 2’s payo!s

Thus, the maxmin strategy for player 1 in G is the same as the
maxmin strategy for player 1 in G"

By the minmax theorem, equilibrium strategies for player 1 in
G# are equivalent to a maxmin strategies

Thus, to find a maxmin strategy for G, find an equilibrium
strategy for G#.
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Constraints for determining whether si is strictly
dominated by any mixed strategy

!

j!Ai

pjui(aj , a"i) > ui(si, a"i) ∀a"i ∈ A"i

pj ≥ 0 ∀j ∈ Ai
!

j!Ai

pj = 1

What’s wrong with this program?
strict inequality in the first constraint means we don’t have an
LP
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LP for determining whether si is strictly dominated by any
mixed strategy

minimize
!

j!Ai

pj

subject to
!

j!Ai

pjui(aj , a"i) ≥ ui(si, a"i) ∀a"i ∈ A"i

pj ≥ 0 ∀j ∈ Ai

This is clearly an LP. Why is it a solution to our problem?

if a solution exists with
"

j pj < 1 then we can add 1−
"

j pj

to some pk and we’ll have a dominating mixed strategy (since
utility was assumed to be positive everywhere)

Our original approach works for very weak domination
For weak domination we can use that program with a di!erent
objective function trick.
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Identifying strategies that survive iterated elimination

This can be done by repeatedly solving our LPs: solving a
polynomial number of LPs is still in P.

Checking whether every pure strategy of every player is
dominated by any other mixed strategy requires us to solve at
worst

"
i!N |Ai| linear programs.

Each step removes one pure strategy for one player, so there
can be at most

"
i!N (|Ai|− 1) steps.

Thus we need to solve O((n · maxi |Ai|)2) linear programs.
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Computing CE

!

a!A|ai!a

p(a)ui(a) ≥
!

a!A|ai!a

p(a)ui(a#i, a"i) ∀i ∈ N, ∀ai, a
#
i ∈ Ai

p(a) ≥ 0 ∀a ∈ A
!

a!A

p(a) = 1

variables: p(a); constants: ui(a)

we could find the social-welfare maximizing CE by adding an
objective function

maximize:
!

a!A

p(a)
!

i!N

ui(a).
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Why are CE easier to compute than NE?

!

a!A|ai!a

p(a)ui(a) ≥
!

a!A|a!
i!a

p(a)ui(a"i, a#i) ∀i ∈ N, ∀ai, a
"
i ∈ Ai

p(a) ≥ 0 ∀a ∈ A
!

a!A

p(a) = 1

intuitively, correlated equilibrium has only a single randomization
over outcomes, whereas in NE this is constructed as a product of
independent probabilities.

To change this program so that it finds NE, the first constraint
would be!

a!A

ui(a)
#

j!N

pj(aj) ≥
!

a!A

ui(a"i, a#i)
#

j!N\{i}

pj(aj) ∀i ∈ N, ∀a"i ∈ Ai.

This is a nonlinear constraint!
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even these heuristics must embody some insight into the problem. However, this

insight tends to be limited and local, yielding rules of thumb that aid in guiding

the search through the space of possible solutions, but that do not directly yield a

solution. One of the lessons from computer science is that sometimes heuristic ap-

proaches can outperform more sophisticated algorithms in practice. In this section

we discuss such a heuristic algorithm.

The basic idea behind the algorithm is straightforward. We first note that while

the general problem of computing a Nash equilibrium (NE) is a complementarity

problem, computing whether there exists a NE with a particular support8 for each

player is a relatively simple feasibility program. So the problem is reduced to

searching the space of supports. Of course the size of this space is exponential in

the number of actions, and this is where the heuristics come in.

We start with the feasibility program. Given a support profile ! = (!1,!2) as
input (where each !i ! Ai), feasibility program TGS (for “test given supports”)

finds a NE p consistent with ! or proves that no such strategy profile exists. In this
program, vi corresponds to the expected utility of player i in an equilibrium, and
the subscript "i indicates the player other than i as usual. The complete program
follows.

!

a!i!σ!i

p(a"i)ui(ai, a"i) = vi #i $ {1, 2}, ai $ !i (4.26)

!

a!i!σ!i

p(a"i)ui(ai, a"i) % vi #i $ {1, 2}, ai $/ !i (4.27)

pi(ai) & 0 #i $ {1, 2}, ai $ !i (4.28)

pi(ai) = 0 #i $ {1, 2}, ai $/ !i (4.29)
!

ai!σi

pi(ai) = 1 #i $ {1, 2} (4.30)

Constraints (4.26) and (4.27) require that each player must be indifferent be-

tween all actions within his support and must not strictly prefer an action outside

of his support. These imply that neither player can deviate to a pure strategy that

improves his expected utility, which is exactly the condition for the strategy profile

to be a NE. Constraints (4.28) and (4.29) ensure that each Si can be interpreted as

the support of player i’s mixed strategy: the pure strategies in Si must be played

with zero or positive probability, and the pure strategies not in Si must be played

with zero probability.9 Finally, constraint (4.30) ensures that each pi can be inter-

preted as a probability distribution. A solution will be returned only when there

exists an equilibrium with support S (subject to the caveat in footnote 9).

8. Recall that the support specifies the pure strategies played with nonzero probability (see Definition 3.2.6).

9. Note that constraint (4.28) allows an action ai ∈ Si to be played with zero probability, and so the

feasibility program may sometimes find a solution even when some Si includes actions that are not in the

support. However, player i must still be indifferent between action ai and each other action a!
i ∈ Si. Thus,

simply substituting in Si = Ai would not necessarily yield a Nash equilibrium as a solution.

Uncorrected manuscript of Multiagent Systems, published by Cambridge University Press
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Linear Program for Weak Dominance 

•  Question: Is pure strategy si weakly dominated by some mixed 
strategy with probs p1,..,pj,…?  

•  As with strict dominance, need to use objective function to 
check a strict inequality. 

•  Maximize Σa‐i [(Σaj pj 
. ui (aj,a‐i)) – ui(si,a‐i)] 

subject to (Σaj pj 
. ui (aj,a‐i)) ≥ ui(si,a‐i)  for all a‐i 

       pj ≥0            for all j 
       Σjpj = 1   



Linear Program for 2‐player Nash 
Equilibrium that doesn’t work 

•  Solve the following constraints. 
Σk u1(a1j, a2k) . s2k + r1j = U1 for all j indexing an action of player 1 
Σj u2(a1j, a2k) . s1j + r2k = U2  for all k indexing an action of player 2 

Σj s1j = 1, Σk s2k = 1 

s1j ≥ 0, s2k ≥ 0, r1j ≥ 0, r2k ≥ 0      for all j,k 
•  Why doesn’t this work?  
•  Can make the slack variables r and U arbitrarily large.  



Linear Complementarity Program 

Σk u1(a1j, a2k) . s2k + r1j = U1  for all j indexing an action of player 1 
Σj u2(a1j, a2k) . s1j + r2k = U2  for all k indexing an action of player 2 
Σj s1j = 1, Σk s2k = 1 
s1j ≥ 0, s2k ≥ 0, r1j ≥ 0, r2k ≥ 0      for all j,k 
r1j . s1j = 0, r2k . s2k = 0           here . is the dot product 
•  Why does this work?  
•  If s1j is positive (in the support of s1), then  r1j = 0.  
•  Think of r1j as the incentive to switch from a1j to a best reply against 

s2k.  
•  The bad news: this is no longer a linear program. 

The book discusses the famous Lemke‐Howson algorithm for 
solving the LCP.  



Ficticious Play 

•  A simple intuitive way to learn in a repeated game is 
also often a good way to compute a Nash equilibrium. 

•  In ficticious play, we start at a random point.  
•  Each player observes the average frequency with which 
each action was chosen by their opponents. 

•  Then the player chooses a best reply to the average 
frequency. 

•  If this process converges, it settles into a Nash 
equilibrium. 

•  It converges in many situations, e.g. zero‐sum games. 


